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Abstract. Feature selection is of vital concern in text classification to
reduce the high dimensionality of feature space. The wide range of statistical techniques which have been proposed for weighting and selecting features suffer from loss of semantic relationship among concepts
and ignoring of dependencies and ordering between adjacent words. In
this work we propose two techniques for incorporating semantics in feature selection. Furthermore, we use autoencoders to transform the features into a reduced feature space in order to analyse the performance
penalty of feature extraction. Our intensive experiments, using the EURlex dataset, showed that semantic-based feature selection techniques significantly outperform the Bag-of-Word (BOW) frequency based feature
selection method with term frequency/inverse document frequency (TFIDF) for features weighting. In addition, after an aggressive dimensionality reduction of original features with a factor of 10, the autoencoders
are still capable of producing better features compared to BOW with
TF-IDF.
Keywords: semantics; feature selection; dimensionality reduction; text
classification; semantic relations; autoencoders.

1

Introduction

Text classification applications have become widespread as a result of the tremendous growth in the amount of data, most of which are unstructured [1]. Popularised by search engines like Google, searching through large amounts of natural
language text has become a key research topic. Since most users search for documents using concepts describing a conceptual topic, techniques based on literal
word matching are often not good enough to produce relevant results [2]. The
need for machine learning techniques for text classification has emerged as a result of the fact that, the amount of data to be searched and classified is too large
to rely on classification by human subject matter experts outside very limited
high value application fields.

Classification problems deal with the task of assigning a number of classes
C out of a predefined set of classes L to an input. Such problems can either
be binary, multi-class or multi label[3]. Binary classification is the problem of
assigning one out of two labels meaning that |C| = 1 and |L| = 2. A problem
where the task is to assign exactly one class C out of |L| mutually exclusive
classes to an input is called multi-class, while a classification problem is called
a multi-label classification problem when the task is to classify the input into
m = |C| out of the set of classes L where m ≤ |L|.
Text representation is an essential preprocessing step in text classification
where documents are transformed into a format consumable by machine learning
models. This involves representing each document as a vector with the size of
the vocabulary where each dimension corresponds to the relevance of a concept
to the document [4]. Relevance can for example be computed using weighting
schema i.e. TF-IDF. In general this method produces high dimensional, sparse
vectors which are extremely challenging for learning algorithms [5]. To increase
the manageability of the problem, machine learning techniques apply a process
called dimensionality reduction which aims at reducing redundancy and noise in
the data set by mapping it into a lower dimensional space using a wide range of
feature selection and extraction techniques. The potential of such techniques to
improve computational efficiency and result accuracy has been demonstrated as
well [6].
In this work, we propose a new method for incorporating semantic knowledge
into feature selection for dimensionality reduction. Using linguistic filters we extract all noun phrases to provide a terminology of basic and extended concepts.
Then we extract semantic relations between the noun phrases in order to build
an acyclic directed graph as a basic shallow ontology of the documents. Using
the directed graph of concepts, we propose different techniques to select the features based on the relationship between concepts. Further, aiming to a reduced
feature space, we investigate the trade-off between the dimensionality reduction
factor and the performance penalty using autoencoders. The empirical evaluation results showed that two of our proposed methods significantly outperform
the baseline approach of BOW with TF-IDF weighting method using different
multi-label classifiers.
The paper is organized as follow: An overview of related work in feature
selection and extraction is provided in Sect. 2. We introduce our concept for the
semantic-based feature extraction in Sect. 3. Section 4 presents the evaluation
metrics while Sect. 5 demonstrates the comparative analysis and evaluation of
the proposed methods against TF-IDF as a baseline. Finally, Sect. 6 summarizes
the paper and discusses future work.

2

Related Work

Dimensionality reduction can be achieved by feature selection and feature extraction [7]. In the following, we introduce a variety of methods which fall into
these two categories and we relate them to our methodology.

2.1

Feature Selection

Feature selection handles the problem of selecting a subset of features that is
most effective for building a good predictor. This can be done by statistical or
semantic-based measures [8]. The more widely used feature selection approaches
are the statistical-based [9–11]. The most common methods include Information
Gain (IG) and Chi-Square (Chi2). Information Gain (IG) makes use of the presence and absence of a concept in a document to select its features, while Chi2
measures the degree of dependence between a concept and a category as a base to
select the features. The major drawback of the earliest statistical-based feature
selection is ignoring textual features dependencies, structure and ordering.
Incorporating text semantics can provide better performance with regard
to the used feature selection techniques. Masuyama et al. analysed the impact
of selecting terms as features based on their part-of-speech (POS) specifically
nouns, verbs, adjectives and adverbs. By analysing the different combinations of
these four categories, they found out that a much smaller feature set of nouns is
able to perform better than other POS combined [12]. D.D. Lewis used all noun
phrases that occurred at least twice as feature phrases in text categorization
[13]. After applying clustering of phrases and words, he concluded that phrases
produce less effective representation than single words. Y. Liu et al. showed that
using bi-gram and tri-gram to leverage context information of word depending
on previous or next words can improve the performance, however, word sequence
of more than 3 decreases the performance [14, 15]. A. Khan et al used frequent
sequence (MSF) for extracting of associated frequent sentences and co-occurring
terms. Also, they used WordNet [16], a lexical database, as a domain ontology to
convert these terms to concepts and update the SVM with new feature weights
[17] which also leads to a better performance. Other researchers incorporate the
ontological knowledge for training-less ontology-based text classification or to
provide meta-information for feature selection [18–20].
2.2

Feature Extraction

Feature extraction attempts to build a new optimised set of features from the
original dataset i.e. the text documents or the selected features. One of the most
widely used and well known statistical-based methods for reducing the dimensionality is principal component analysis (PCA) [21]. The aim of this technique
is to find the directions of greatest variance in the data. The data set is then
represented as a linear combination of those directions. This presumes that the
data is located in a low-dimensional linear space and discards class information
[22]. Similar to PCA, linear discriminant analysis (LDA) tries to find a linear
combination of variables to represent the data but takes class assignment information into account. Another technique relying on linear combinations is local
linear embedding (LLE) [23]. This technique attempts to represent each data
point through a linear combination of its neighbours. A further technique introduced by L. Maaten et al. t-distributed stochastic neighbour embedding (t-SNE)
is particularly useful for reducing the feature space to two or three dimensions

for visualisation [24]. It strives to preserve similarity between data points and
has been successfully applied not only to documents [25] but also to other fields
like malicious software [26]. The algorithm scales quadratically with the number
of samples making the technique computationally expensive [27]. There are a
multitude of extensions and variations to the algorithms described above as well
as further different approaches [28–30].
Previously, researchers have incorporated text semantics in feature selection
by selecting noun phrases or n-grams as features, others tried to leverage external
lexical databases mainly WodNet to enhance the performance more. However,
extracting ontological associations using external lexical resources has shortcomings due to the small coverage of concepts for particular domains and thus
less ontological entities can be acquired. In our work, we improve on previous
research by considering words context and dependencies to extract single and
multi-word noun phrases as candidate features. Later on, instead of relying on
external thesaurus, we extract semantic associations between concept pairs from
the unstructured text using lexico syntactic patterns. Finally, based on the semantic relations between concepts in the taxonomic hierarchy of relationships,
we propose four methods for selecting features based on semantics. Moreover, we
analyse the performance penalty of using autoencoders for constructing reduced
feature space from the original feature set.

3

Methodology

In the proposed method, we incorporate text semantics by taking context information and dependencies of words in consideration to select new features. Later
on, we analyse the trade-off between dimensionality reduction factor and performance penalty using autoencoders. As shown in Fig. 1, the proposed approach
consists of the following steps:
3.1

Linguistic Filter

In the first step we identify the domain terminology by extracting all noun
phrases in order to form the basis for our semantic relation extraction phase.
The role of the linguistic filter is to recognize essential concepts and filter out
sequence of words that are unlikely to be concepts using linguistic information.
In the linguistic component, the text documents need to be preprocessed by a
part-of-speech tagger for marking up the words in a text (corpus), based on their
context, as corresponding to a particular part of speech i.e. noun, preposition,
verb, etc. Multi-word NP like Supervised Machine Learning will be considered as
one feature and concatenated as supervised machine learning. A combination
of 3 linguistic filters is used to extract multi-word noun phrases NPs that can
reflect essential concepts.
– N oun N oun+
– Adj N oun+
– (Adj| N oun) + N oun

3.2

Stop-word Removal

In this phase, words that are unlikely to be part of concepts are excluded using
stop-words list. A stop-word is a word that frequently appears with no strong
association to a particular domain terminology and thus it is not expected to
occur as concept word i.e. ”regularly”, ”followed”, ”mostly”, ”everywhere”, etc.
3.3

Semantic Relation Extraction

The aim here is to identify noun phrases which represent a concept or an instance of a concept, through extracting both explicit and implicit semantic relations i.e. Hypernym (Is-A) or Meronymy (Part-Whole) from all documents in
the used corpus. In this work we will extract only taxonomic relations which are
main components for building the concepts hierarchy. A taxonomy is an acyclic
directed graph representing the is-a relationship between concepts in an ontology. For building the taxonomy, we use lexico syntactic pattern-based approach,
specifically we use Hearst [31] six patterns for taxonomic relations. We choose
the pattern-based approach due to its high precision compared to other linguistic
or statical approaches. However, these patterns suffer from low recall also cover
a small portion of the semantic relations in the corpus since they rely on the
explicit presence of taxonomic relations between concepts. The used patterns
are as follow:
–
–
–
–
–
–

3.4

N P such as {N P, } ∗ {(or| and)} N P
sush N P as {N P, } ∗ {(or| and)} N P
N P {, N P } ∗ {, } or other N P
N P {, N P } ∗ {, } and other N P
N P {, } including {N P, } ∗ {(or| and)} N P
N P {, } especially {N P, } ∗ {(or| and)} N P

Semantic-based Feature Selection

We propose four different feature selection techniques based on the associations
between the extracted concepts using the linguistic filter and the taxonomic
relations as shown in Fig. 2. Based on the graph theory we can identify candidate
features using the concept position in the hierarchy and the associated subconcepts.
– Concept-Document Frequency (C-DF): The number of documents where
this concept occurs.
– Associated Concepts: The number of sub-concepts underneath in the taxonomic hierarchy.
– Concept Height: The degree is the number of edges connected to the concept, in other words, direct sub-concepts.
– Concept Degree: The height is the number of edges on the longest downward path between that concept and a sub-concept.
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Fig. 1. Block diagram of the proposed semantic-based feature selection method

3.5

Feature Transformation with Autoencoders

A basic autoencoder is a feedforward, non-recurrent neural network trained to
learn a reconstruction of its input. It consists of input layer and output layer
with several hidden layers in between. The key element is a bottleneck in the
middle that forces the network to learn an encoded version of its data [32]. This
concept is illustrated in Fig. 3. This approach has been shown to outperform
linear approaches for dimensionality reduction i.e. PCA or LDA Sect. 2 as well
as more recent algorithms [33].
The network can be looked upon as a two part function: One for encoding
e = E(x) and another for decoding to a reconstruction of the input r = D(e).
The network is trained to learn an approximate reconstruction of its input :
x ≈ r = D(E(x)).

3.6

ML-KNN Multi-label Classifier

Multi-label k Nearest Neighbors (ML-KNN) results from the modification of the
k Nearest Neighbors (KNN) lazy learning algorithm using a Bayesian approach
in order to deal with multi-label classification problems [34]. ML-KNN searches
for the k nearest neighborhood of an input instance using KNN, then it calculates
prior and posterior probabilities based on frequency counting of each label y in
the set of labels L in order to determine the label set of the instance. This method
has been selected because experiments on three different real-world multi-label
learning problems showed that ML-KNN achieves superior performance to some
well-established multi-label learning algorithms [34]. Also the selection of labels
based on nearest neighborhood is more convenient with our feature selection
technique which consider features order and dependencies.
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Fig. 2. Semantic feature selection based on concept associations to the underneath
sub-concepts.

4

Evaluation Metrics

A classifier can either be evaluated by examining each label separately and then
averaging the results. Such schemes are called label-based. Another approach is
by considering the average difference between the expected and the predicted
sets of labels over all test examples, such metrics are called example-based.
For a number of classifier predictions, we have the number of true positive(TP), false positive (FP), true negative (TN) and false negative (FN) predictions respectively. From those numbers we can calculate the evaluation metrics
mentioned below:
P recision =
Recall =
F − M easure = 2 ∗

TP
TP + FP

(1)

TP
TP + FN

(2)

P recision ∗ Recall
P recision + Recall

(3)

The total label-based evaluation measures for a multi-label problem where
T Pj , F Pj , T Nj , F Nj are the predictions for the j-th label. A micro-averaged
metric Mmicro is defined as:

Mmicro = M

q
X
j=1

T Pj ,

q
X
j=1

F Pj ,

q
X
j=1

T Nj ,

q
X
j=1

F Nj



(4)

Fig. 3. Feature transformation using autoencoders

While macro-averaged metric Mmicro is defined as:
q

Mmacro =


1X
M T Pj , F Pj , T Nj , F Nj
q j=1

(5)

In addition, one example based metric, the Hamming Loss, is used in our
evaluation:
|D|

HammingLoss(h, D) =

1 X xor(Yi , Zi )
|D| i=1
|L|

(6)

D is the set of examples (xi , Yi ) with Yi ⊆ L and Zi is the predicted set of
labels for xi .

5

Evaluation

In the context of our comparative analysis, the EUR-lex dataset has been used
[35]. It is a text dataset containing European Union laws, treaties, international agreements, preparatory acts and other public documents. It contains
19.348 text documents, which are published in 24 official languages of the European Union. The EUR-Lex repository readily contains three different labelling
schemes - directory-codes, subject-matters and eurovoc-descriptors - for its documents. However, for the evaluation we used only subject-matters. A detailed
description of parsing and obtaining the documents, the TF-IDF features as well
as the dataset properties can be found here [36]. Table 1 provides a summary of
the characteristics of the subject-matters labelling scheme.
Stanford CoreNLP toolkit [37] was used in this work for performing the different natural language processing tasks (POS, linguistic filter and taxonomic

Table 1. Data-Set statistics
Unique Labels Label Cardinality Label Density
Subject Matters

201

2.21

1.10

relations extraction). It combines machine learning and probabilistic approaches
to NLP with sophisticated, deep linguistic modelling techniques. This toolkit
provides state-of-the-art technology for wide range of natural-language processing tasks. Also it is quite widely used, both in the research NLP community,
industry, and government.
The used linguistic filter to extract single and multi-word concepts resulted
in 940685 distinct features. Then lexico syntactic pattern-based approach for extracting semantic relations between different features was applied using Hearst
patterns for taxonomic relation extraction. Thus only taxonomic (Is-A) relationships were extracted, this phase resulted in 26333 is-a relationships. By incorporating other patterns from [38] in addition to Hearst patterns, we managed
to retrieve 47500 relations but with significantly lower precision. For that, in
the next steps we used the taxonomic relations extracted only from Hearst six
patterns due to their higher precision. The extracted relations resulted in an
acyclic directed graph representing the is-a relationships in the dataset.
5.1

Semantic-based Feature Selection

The carried out experiments aimed to compare the effectiveness of using semanticbased feature selection techniques against the BOW model of TF-IDF as a baseline. Four different feature selection techniques were evaluated Concept Height,
Concept Degree, Associated concepts and Concept-Document Frequency with binary weighting of the features. TF-IDF with BOW feature selection was used
for comparison since this approach was successfully implemented as statistical
feature selection method [36]. For multi-label classification we used ML-KNN
with the number of nearest neighbours K = 10 as fixed parameter during the
experiments. In addition the number of features was fixed to 5000 features for
the comparative analysis with the original TF-IDF feature set provided by EL
Mencı́a et al. [36]. The used ML-KNN classifier for the evaluation was implemented using the MULAN open-source library for multi-label classification [39].
Figure 4 shows the cross-validation evaluation results of the different performance metrics namely, Macro/Micro-averaged F-Measure, Subset Accuracy and
Average Precision. The figure compares the proposed semantic-based feature
selection techniques against the baseline using ML-KNN with same configurations. Higher values indicate better performance for these metrics while lower
values indicate better performance for Hamming Loss in Fig. 5. The results
indicate that Associated Concepts and Concept-Document Frequency (C-DF)
significantly outperformed the baseline over all performance metrics, while the
baseline performed better compared to Concept Degree and Concept Height. Associated Concepts and C-DF had relative reduction in Hamming Loss of %15.38
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Fig. 4. Evaluation metrics of using MLKNN with TF-IDF and BOW feature
selection against different semantic-based
feature selection techniques.

TF-IDF

Associated
Concepts:

Degree

Height

C-DF

Fig. 5. Hamming Loss of using ML-KNN
with TF-IDF and BOW feature selection
against different semantic-based feature
selection techniques.

and %21.79 respectively over TF-IDF with BOW feature selection Fig.5, which
indicates lower probability of an incorrect prediction of the relevance of an example to a class label.
For more comprehensive evaluation, we compared ML-KNN using C-DF as
feature selection techniques with a set of multi-label classifiers of the two main
classifier categories namely, transformation and adaptation approaches using
TF-IDF with BOW for feature selection and weighting. The used methods are
Binary Relevance, Clustering Based, HOMER, BPMLL, HMC, BRKNN and
Pruned Sets. We selected these methods because they have very distinct classification procedures. Figure 6 shows that ML-KNN with C-DF as feature selection
technique had the best performance with the lowest Hamming Loss value.
The significant improvement in performance using Associated Concepts and
C-DF aligns with previous researches which proved the importance of considering text semantics for feature selection. However, C-DF also outperformed
Associated Concepts technique which can be justified by the relatively low number of extracted semantic relations using Hearst patterns. Based on that, further
improvement is possible by integrating other techniques for associating different concepts based on their taxonomic and none-taxonomic relations. Also the
lower performance of Concept Degree and Concept Height is roughly related to
the low document frequency for concepts with less number of associated concepts
underneath in the hierarchy.
5.2

Feature Transformation with Autoencoders

In this evaluation phase, we analysed the trade-off between dimensionality reduction factor and performance penalty. The input for the autoencoders network
were the top 5000 C-DF features. Also ML-KNN was used with the number of
nearest neighbours K = 10.

Fig. 6. Comparative analysis of ML-KNN using C-DF as feature selection techniques
against a set of multi-label classifiers with TF-IDF features.

During the experiments, different layers configuration for the network have
been evaluated as shown in Table 2. The resulted feature set of C-DF was
directly fed into the autoencoder network. The autoencoder were configured
with a network of 5 hidden layers. To analyse the effect of layer sizes on the
classification results, we applied the evaluation multiple times for the different
layers configurations. The outer layer size remained fixed since those have to be
the size of the original C-DF features. We trained the network for one iteration
using a batch size of 1000. The autoencoder network was implemented using the
open-source Deeplearning4j framework.

Table 2. The autoencoder layers configuration for each experiment
Experiment # Layers Configurations
1
10-250-1000-5000
2
30-500-1500-5000
3
50-800-2000-5000
4
100-800-2500-5000
5
150-800-3000-5000
6
250-800-3500-5000
7
500-800-4000-5000
8
750-2000-4500-5000
9
1000-2500-4800-5000
10
1500-2800-4800-5000
11
2000-3000-4800-5000
12
3000-3500-4800-5000

Fig. 7. Performance evaluation of MLKNN with different number of reduced features from the original C-DF set using autoencoders as feature extraction technique.

Fig. 8. Hamming Loss of ML-KNN with
different number of reduced features from
the original C-DF set using autoencoders
as feature extraction technique.

Here we considered the performance of ML-KNN with C-DF as feature selection method with no further feature extraction as a baseline. Figure 7 shows
that the classification performance based on the micro-averaged metrics, namely
recall, precision and F-Measure was significantly improving when the number of
encoded features increased till 500 features. However, the performance slightly
improved or was almost flat with higher number of features than 500. The microaveraged F-measure converged towards a common value of 0, 56 which still better
than the performance of ML-KNN using TF-IDF with micro-averaged F-measure
equals 0, 52. This means using semantic-based features with feature transformation using the autonecoder of factor 10 (transforming the original 5000 features
into 500) can still provide better performance compared to the baseline statistical approach. However, Fig.7 shows a drop in the performance when the number
of used features equals 250 then it increased again for 500, this give us insights
about the quality of the features and that more effort should be paid on configuring the autonecoders hybrid parameters. Same conclusion can be applied on
Hamming Loss Fig. 8, which changed more drastically till 500 features and then
slightly improved when the number of features increased above 500.

6

Discussion

In this work we proposed four methods to select semantic-based features without relying on any external lexical databases or dictionaries. The Associated
Concepts and C-DF significantly outperformed the statistical-based approach
of TF-IDF with BOW feature selection over different multi-label classifiers. The
different techniques proved that taking in consideration the structure, order and
dependencies between words can provide better performance with regard to the
statistical-based approaches. Furthermore, using autoencoders we showed that
even aggressive dimensionality reduction up to a factor of 10 produced better
results compared to the baseline. We also found that classification works better

for a lower number of features which agrees with other works in classification
[36]. In order to balance accuracy against the increase in computation time, we
identify a number of about 500 features to be the best compromise between the
two dimensions. For further clarification a more thorough exploration of performance metrics on the level of individual labels need to be done. Also the proposed
feature selection techniques can be improved by integrating other methods for
selecting more semantic relations between the words like using bootstrapping to
discover more patterns. The more patterns we have, the more information we
can extract from the corpus. Furthermore, the evaluation could be widened to
include other types of autoencoders, e.g. denoising autoencoders.
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